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(HWENO, Hermite Weighted Essentially Non-oscillatory) 格式，分别讨论了两种数值
流通量的构造方法，并研究比较了使用不同数值通量的加权本质无振荡 (WENO,
Weighted Essentially Non-oscillatory)格式对求解双曲守恒律结果的影响。




























































In this thesis, the Hermite Weighted Essentially Non-oscillatory (HWENO) finite
difference schemes for solving conservation laws are proposed. At the same time, two
different forms of numerical fluxes are discussed, respectively. Based on the discretization
of the spatial terms by WENO schemes, the performance of different numerical fluxes is
discussed. It makes us understand obviously the influence and performance of different
numerical fluxes in solving the hyperbolic conservation laws.
In 2004, following the idea of WENO schemes, Qiu and Shu presented a class of
finite volume Hermite WENO (HWENO) schemes. In this thesis, we propose a fifth or-
der HWENO finite difference schemes for solving one dimensional and two dimensional
nonlinear hyperbolic conservation law systems, by using the method of Hermite interpo-
lation for spatial discretization, and nonlinear stable Runge-Kutta method for temporal
discretization. The difference between HWENO schemes and WENO schemes is the re-
construction of polynomials. Both the function and its first derivative values are evolved
in time and used in the reconstruction for HWENO schemes, while only the function
values are evolved and used in the original WENO schemes. Comparing with the original
WENO finite difference scheme of Jiang and Shu [31], one major advantage of HWENO
schemes is its compactness in the reconstruction. For example, five points are needed in
the stencil for a fifth order WENO (WENO5) reconstruction, while only three points are
needed for a fifth order HWENO (HWENO5) reconstruction. Comparing with the classic
WENO schemes, the HWENO schemes have several significant differences as follows:
• The narrow stencil width maintain the high-order accuracy;
• Two degree of freedom are contained to each grid points;
• The spatial derivative equation is included.
The key important component of the HWENO schemes is to construct the numerical
flux function, and two different methods to construct the flux are discussed as follows:
(1) The HWENO finite difference scheme with flux splitting is the first method. This
approach is rigorous for the mathematical form of the numerical flux, which must be split
into two parts by the upwind performance for stability.















main idea is to explore a new formulation for constructing numerical fluxes in high order
conservative HWENO finite difference schemes, originally designed in [60]. Concretely,
Taylor expansion technique was used for the spatial discretization terms, achieving a high
order form of numerical flux which is explicit.
Hermite interpolation polynomials, including the value of the function and its first
derivatives, are defined to interpolate the solution and its derivatives. The formulation of
numerical flux in (2), even though less clean and more computationally expensive than
the traditional finite difference method in (1), it involves interpolations directly on the
point values of the solution ui rather than on the flux values. This lead to that a variety
of numerical fluxes can be use here instead of only using the Lax-Friedrichs numerical
flux in the traditional practice, breaking the limit of up-winding into the schemes of
mathematical form.
We know that one of the important components to solve the conservation law is
the numerical flux which performance sometimes can affect directly the numerical result
pros and cons. In the result, we investigate the performance of the weighted essential
non-oscillatory (WENO) methods based on different numerical fluxes, with the objective
of obtaining better performance for the conservation laws by choosing suitable numerical
fluxes. The detailed numerical study is performed for one dimensional cases, addressing
the issues of CPU cost, accuracy, non-oscillatory property and the resolution of disconti-
nuities. Numerical tests are also performed for two dimensional systems.
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值方法有：有限体积方法 (Finite Volume Method，简称 FVM)、有限差分方法 (Finite



















































荡 (又称ENO格式，Essential Non-oscillatory)格式和加权本质无振荡 (又称WENO格
式，Weighted Essential Non-oscillatory)格式 [14,58]在求解含有激波、接触间断和复杂光
滑解结构时，是人们乐意选择的数值格式。
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